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Growing tax collections and revenues across the municipal market have been
supported by the near-decade-long expansion. However, a deceleration of growth is
anticipated. The expectation for moderate economic growth supports our expectation
for overall stability in municipal credit over the next 12-18 months.
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We expect growth to continue, although tempered by the slowdown in foreign
economies, trade negotiation uncertainty and headwinds from Federal Reserve rate
hikes. Across sectors, elevated healthcare expenditures, growing infrastructure needs,
wage pressure and payment of legacy liabilities will largely consume moderated
revenue growth.
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Changes to our sector outlooks are modest. We have revised the state outlook to
stable from negative, a change spurred by low unemployment, continued economic
growth, anticipated broadening of sales tax collections and fiscal prudence on the
part of most states. However, the divergence of credit quality in this sector continues.
Outlooks for higher education and hospitals remain negative for the third year in a
row. Net tuition revenue is under pressure for higher education due to heightened
competition and hospital margins will experience continued compression as expense
growth outpaces revenues.
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Sector outlooks reflect our base case expectation for additional growth in economic activity and GDP over the next 12-18 months. See page
12 for definitions of outlook and resiliency.
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STATES
Stability expected despite slowdown in revenue growth; fiscal health continues
to diverge
2019 AGGREGATE REVENUE
GROWTH EXPECTED TO MODERATE

Key Outlook Drivers

(YoY % change in revenue by quarter)

• State revenue growth should moderate in 2019 as
decelerating economic growth and subdued market returns
temper income and sales tax collections. Absent a market
correction, we expect budget stability across the sector as
most states are exceeding budget targets and will be less
inclined to need mid-year budget cuts. States with a high
reliance on progressive personal income tax revenues are
most vulnerable to stock market volatility (CA, CT, MA, NY).
Low oil prices create revenue softness and volatility for
commodity-dependent states.
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• State budgets are balanced, at the median, and better
positioned to absorb cost pressures from Medicaid,
education, pensions and healthcare.
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• Outlier headwinds include legacy retirement costs and
poor demographic/migration patterns. Those with low funding or that are
heavily invested in riskier investments will see outsized pressure as pension
costs escalate with weak long-term market returns. Out-migration patterns will
escalate these challenges.
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Sources: NTAM Municipal Research, Moody’s Investors Service, Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Census Bureau, Tax Foundation, Merritt Research Services

Chart includes states that flag three or more categories
1 GDP growth below 75% of the US for trailing three years ending Q1 2018
2 annual population growth below 1% from 2010 to 2017 according to United States Census Estimates
3 bottom 10 states per “2019 state business tax climate index” by the Tax Foundation
4 commodity concentration above 5% of state GDP
5 debt above $2000 per capita and 5% of Personal Income
6 unfunded liability greater than two times state own-source revenue
7 fixed costs greater than 20% of own-source revenue
8 negative budget outlook as per “State Budgets in 2019” Northern Trust
9 weak or very weak resiliency as per “State Budgets in 2019” Northern Trust
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• Policy implications tied to post-election ballot measures are not expected to
materially impact state budget stability. Voters approved roughly one-third of
proposed ballot measures. Support at the local level was high, while state-level
approvals were significantly less popular. Voters also supported restricting new
taxes to pay for projects.
• Trade negotiations and tensions with China pose elevated risks for certain
states highlighted in the chart below.
TRADE WAR WOULD HIT STATES UNEVENLY
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Weak resiliency persists for States
Median reserve levels remain below pre-recession peaks. The majority of states
are unprepared to protect against income and sales tax volatility caused by
a moderate economic downturn. Wealth disparity and progressive tax rates
leave state revenue increasingly correlated to equity market returns. Rising
Medicaid and pension costs increase the fixed nature of expenses and both are
countercyclical. As the economy and state revenues weaken, benefit costs will
rise. Nine years into the economic expansion, pension funding ratios continue to
show the large gap that emerged during the recession. The average state pension
is funded at 73%. Elevated investment risk (equities and alternative assets) leave
state pension plans more vulnerable to market losses than previous recessions.
The level of federal support provided to states during last recession is less likely
given the significant recent increase in the U.S. deficit.
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LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
Local revenue growth supports near-term stability; infrastructure, public safety, and
legacy retirement costs remain hurdles
Key Outlook Drivers

• Expense pressures limit upward momentum of locals
at the median, particularly deferred maintenance, new
infrastructure needs and legacy retirement costs.
Demographic and migration patterns create greater
budget pressure when stagnation of the tax base fails
to support rising legacy costs.
• Trade headwinds will be a challenge for manufacturingbased economies with above-average exports to China.
These include locals in TX, MI, LA, KY, TN and SC. Economies
focused on the domestic market will be less affected.
Good resiliency at the median with significant outliers
Low volatility of local revenue (including property tax and
municipal fees) supports local government resiliency. At the
median, municipals have built up their financial position during
the expansion and are reasonably positioned for an economic
downturn. Counties often possess greater resiliency than
cities, with stronger reserves and lower liabilities. In the most
recent National League of Cities survey, 73% of cities are better
able to meet financial needs than they were last year. Outliers
for resiliency are significant, including issuers with declining
populations and market value and those with unsustainable
local pension costs (in excess of 15% of spending).

Northern Trust

LOCAL GOVERNMENTS EXPECT TO ADD TO REVENUE BASE

Growth in Property Taxes, Employment , Personal Income

Source: Sources: Northern Trust Asset Management Municipal Research, Bureau of
Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Federal Housing Finance Agency

VALUATION GROWTH WILL BE REALIZED
IN 2019 TAX REVENUE
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• Revenue growth at the local level is supported by property
tax, sales tax and municipal fees. All are expected to
produce stable to increasing revenue in 2019. Property
taxes are reflecting recent year’s home value growth. Sales
taxes are seeing benefits of strong employment, tax cuts,
modest wage growth and tax rate growth. Municipal fees
are showing rate and organic growth. Gains remain uneven,
with greater strength in the West and Southeast. The
Midwest, Rust Belt and parts of the Northeast are likely to
exhibit flat to modest growth.

Housing Price Index Growth

Local Property Tax Growth

Local Sales Tax
Sources: U.S. Census Bureau (Quarterly Summary of State & Local Government Tax
Revenue), FHFA (House Price Indexes)
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WATER & SEWER
Utilities demonstrate near-term stability as aging infrastructure drives
capital spending

• Current rates are affordable. However, rates may continue
to rise faster than inflation as infrastructure needs mount.
Many water and sewer authorities have aging infrastructure
and need funding to meet EPA mandates. This, along with
population growth, continues to drive capital investment.
Resiliency is strong
The sector’s strong fundamentals are underpinned by the
essential service provided to users, monopolistic business
nature and high barriers to entry. Additional positive features
are low price sensitivity, strong liquidity and independent
local rate setting authority. These factors insulate the sector
to some extent from economic cycles. However, persistent
droughts and overregulation could reduce financial flexibility
for certain issuers.
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• Improved coverage and reserves. Post-recession, debt
service coverage and liquidity levels have trended upward.
This has supported the balance sheets of water and sewer
utilities. We expect fiscal stability to continue in 2019.
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• Increased federal funding. The Water Infrastructure Act will
facilitate $4.4 billion in federal funding to the state revolving
funds over three years. This should help local issuers’
access low cost financing as they face aging infrastructure.
Additionally, the Act allows the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) to provide low-interest loans to cover up to
49% of large infrastructure and water reuse projects, with
utilities or states responsible for the remainder.

LIQUIDITY AND DEBT SERVICE COVERAGE IMPROVE
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Key Outlook Drivers

Debt Service Coverage (right)

Source: Merritt Research Services

RATE OF CAPITAL SPENDING NOT SUFFICIENT
TO REVERSE AGEING INFRASTRUCTURE
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HIGHER EDUCATION
Competition for students drives discounting and slower net tuition revenue growth

• Tuition revenue growth should slow at the median in
2019. Cost sensitivity and excess supply (due to declining
high school graduation rates) continues to drive elevated
competition for students. The result is increased discounting
and very slow tuition revenue growth (<2% for privates,
<3% for publics). We expect to see continued credit strength
for top-tier schools (flagship publics and highly-endowed
privates) and credit weakening for the lower quartile of
privates and many regional publics. Particular stress continues
in the Midwest and Northeast.
• Tuition discounting continues to increase, highlighting the
deterioration of pricing power among private universities. An
estimated 20% of private colleges report discount rates of
60% or higher1. The price-value comparison for the bottom
quartile of these schools will likely be under scrutiny.
• Declining international enrollment, particularly at the
graduate level, is a concern for the third year in a row. The
number of new international students fell by 6.6% in 2017
and current estimates indicate 2018 enrollment declined
an additional 1.5%. Sharper declines in international student
enrollment have occurred in the Midwest, with a 4% decline
for 20182. While international students comprise only 5% of
total enrollment in the U.S., revenues derived from this typically
full-pay segment subsidizes the traditional domestic student.

NET TUITION REVENUE GROWTH SLOWS
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Source: Merritt Research Services, Northern Trust Asset Management
Municipal Research

NEW INTERNATIONAL ENROLLMENT DECLINES
FOR THIRD CONSECUTIVE YEAR
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• Public support grows, but not enough to curb tuition
increases. The largest single funding source for research is
the federal government. The National Institutes of Health
International student enrollment
funding for 2019 increased 5.4%. The maximum federal
Source: The Open Doors Institute
(need based) Pell Grant increased 3% in the 2018-19 school
year. We expect flat-to-modest growth for 2019-20. State
support for education has not kept pace with inflation over
the long-term, forcing tuition growth at publics. Given the expected moderation
of economic growth in 2019 coupled with state level expense pressures, we
anticipate tuition increases to fill gaps left by lagging state appropriations.

Fall 2018

Key Outlook Drivers

Resiliency is a concern for bottom quartile of market
Despite continued near-term pressure, the median university is resilient given
the demand for education, moderate budget flexibility, manageable leverage
and supportive alumni. Schools with greater diversity in revenue, urban locations,
comprehensive offerings, large endowments and less saturated markets are
better insulated. Resiliency concerns exist for the bottom quartile of the market.

1 Moody’s Investors Service. (2018). Competition and affordability focus stifle pricing power
and tuition revenue growth. Chicago.
2 The Open Doors Institute
Northern Trust
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POWER
Reduced capital needs support stability
Key Outlook Drivers
• Energy conservation efforts have dampened consumer
demand, but a growing customer base and increased rates
have helped drive higher revenues and a stronger financial
position. Final 2018 sales are likely to rebound over 2017
given the hotter summer weather in many parts of the country.
• Investments in generation, transmission and distribution
systems have led to higher rates for consumers. Rates may
continue to increase due to the growing desire to reduce
carbon emissions, increasing renewable energy sources and
increased compliance costs. Modest economic growth has
allowed most consumers to absorb the higher rates.
• Debt issuance in the sector has declined meaningfully,
with reductions of 34% and 19% in the past two years. 2018
year-to-date issuance is down a further 18%. Growing energy
efficiency plays a significant role in this trend. A longer-term
focus on incorporating alternative sources may generate
increased issuance in the medium term.
• Focus on cleaner and renewable sources. Recently relaxed
federal regulations, including dismantling the Clean Power
Plan, should reduce near term capital pressure on many
issuers. However, power providers are still focused on
increasing cleaner and renewable sources due to increased
consumer demand, the potential for more stringent state
regulatory requirements and a possible reversal of the
Federal regulatory environment after 2020. A continued
decline in the cost of renewable energy sources is helping
foster this diversification.
Resiliency is strong
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Municipal Research

POWER MIX SHIFTING TO CLEANER SOURCES
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This sector derives strength and stability from its essentiality,
low sensitivity to higher prices, position of natural monopoly,
autonomy in rate setting and relative predictability of cash flow.
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HOSPITALS
Profitability struggles as expense growth outpaces revenues while policy risks remain
Key Outlook Drivers
• Margins expected to stagnate in 2019 as revenues remain
pressured. Neither government reimbursements nor
commercial insurers are expected to match expense growth
driven by increased labor costs (nursing shortage), elevated
spending for technology and rising pharmaceutical costs.
The pressure is elevated for smaller and lower-rated hospitals.
• Hospitals exposure to government payors increased to 61%
of gross revenues from 56% over the past five years. This is
significant, as reimbursements from Medicare and Medicaid
are lower than commercial sources. This shift should continue
in 2019 and further stress margins.
• Challenged profits drive M&A activity into 2019. M&A has
shifted from large systems acquiring single site or smaller
systems to large systems coming together in mega mergers.
They aim to increase scale so they can negotiate higher
reimbursement rates from commercial insurers. Another
catalyst is to position against new entrants into healthcare,
such as Amazon and Aetna/CVS Health. The increased
M&A will have a mixed impact on credit metrics, but overall
skews negatively.
• High-deductible plans have risen from 25% in 2008 to 40% of
commercial insurance. This will continue to shift healthcare
costs to the consumer and may lead to patients deferring
services.
• Policy risks remain. A split Congress lowers the risk of
another attempt to repeal the ACA, which is constructive
for hospitals. However, a ruling by a federal judge that the
ACA is unconstitutional is likely to be appealed in the
Supreme Court, leading to further uncertainty.

HEALTH SYSTEM PROFITABILITY STALLS
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• Medicaid coverage varies state to state. Thirty-seven states (including Washington,
D.C.) have expanded Medicaid, providing greater access to healthcare services
and reduced uncompensated care. However, Medicaid enrollment may be
reduced in 2019 due to the repeal of the individual mandate. Additionally, the
implementation of work requirements in certain states may result in fewer
people with coverage and a reversal in the decline of uncompensated care.
Resiliency remains weak
Resiliency is held back by an increase in the uninsured rate in times of economic
stress which hampers the patient’s ability to pay. Reliance on federal and state funding
leaves hospitals exposed to policy shifts. However, improved balance sheets for
higher rated systems may partially offset some of these pressures.
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AIRPORTS
Good fundamentals and moderating passenger growth support stability

Resiliency is good
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• Low cost (LCC) and ultra-low cost (ULCC) carriers’ share of
overall enplanements continues to grow. Domestic market
share for low-cost carriers has grown to nearly 30% over the
last five years. While some of the growth is attributable to
redistribution from higher cost options, it is also the result of
generating traffic from passengers that otherwise may not
have flown. We expect this trend to continue in 2019.

950

United

• Many airports have embarked on large capital improvement
programs to improve the traveler experience, build passenger
capacity and increase airport efficiency. Airport revenues are
primarily generated by the airlines, but many airports have
looked to strengthen the diversity of non-airline sources
(parking and concessions). Higher debt should increase
airline per enplanement costs further. The sector grows more
susceptible to potential economic shocks, as the airlines’
increased operating costs are coupled with likely higher
passenger fares and more modest enplanement growth.

RECORD ENPLANEMENTS AND NEAR-PEAK LOAD FACTOR

2003

• U.S. enplanements are projected to grow by 5% in 2018,
setting a record high. Passenger traffic has been bolstered
by strong economic growth and employment, higher
consumer confidence and the shift to aircrafts with greater
seating capacity. Load factors (how much passenger carrying
capacity is used) are near all-time highs. Strong passenger
growth and more fuel-efficient aircrafts have helped airlines
absorb sizeable increases in fuel cost the last two years. Ticket
prices may rise in 2019 given near peak load factors and
decelerating enplanement growth. We expect enplanement
growth to be more in-line with long-term FAA forecasts of
roughly 1.5-2.0% in 2019, driven by tempered economic
growth, load factor limits and rising fares.

Delta

Key Outlook Drivers

Source: Source: Bureau of Transportation Statistics
* includes merger with US Airways

Enplanements are closely correlated with economic growth and
are an important driver of both airport and airline health. Both
benefit from a cohesive working relationship. The sector garners strength from
this, along with its features of being an essential service with high barriers to entry.
Large hubs with international gateways may prove more resilient issuers given
their closer proximity to business districts and longer-term airline agreements.
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TOLL ROADS
Outlook remains stable with rangebound fuel prices
RETAIL FUEL PRICES EXPECTED TO BE RANGEBOUND
(Per gallon)
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• Location is critical. Urban interstates have displayed a higher
level of growth, while the West region has displayed higher
growth compared to others.

$2.5

• As the national economy faces moderating growth, we believe
that local economic conditions play a greater role in the
outlook for toll roads.

$1.5

The sector exhibits a healthy level of inelastic demand,
demonstrated by only a modest decline in traffic volumes
during the last recession.
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• Fuel prices are expected to be relatively stable in 2019, but
uncertainty remains related to supply increases and slower
demand growth.
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Key Outlook Drivers

Gasoline

Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration
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HOUSING (STATE AGENCIES)
Rising interest rates create a strong competitive position; limited supply and
affordability remain the key constraints

• Homeownership affordability has been declining due
to rising home prices and interest rates, offsetting gains in
higher wages. But the homeownership rate has been rising
over the last several quarters, with growing demand among
millennials, higher wages and increasing rents. These factors
present an opportunity for HFAs to boost loan originations,
which should improve their margins and balance sheets.
• Reduced supply of affordable housing may temper loan
origination and HFAs margins in the longer run.
Resiliency is good
HFAs should continue to strengthen their loan portfolios by
adding insured loans, which can withstand a considerable level
of housing market volatility. They have the cushion to absorb a
modest drop in collateralization levels. Most agencies maintain
healthy reserves to serve as support in a downturn.

Northern Trust
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• Over-collateralization (asset-to-debt ratio) will decline as
new money bond issuance increases. HFAs have the ability to
absorb this change.
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• Rising interest rates allow Housing Finance Agencies (HFAs)
to better compete with conventional lenders by offering loans
at lower rates due to HFAs’ ability to raise funds through taxexempt bond issuances. They are financing direct mortgage
loans, which are historically more profitable than the
secondary market activity.

MILLENNIALS INCREASINGLY ENTERING THE
HOUSING MARKET (YoY Change in Homeownership Rate)
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Key Outlook Drivers
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DEFINITIONS
Outlook: The outlook for each municipal sector reflects our opinion on whether
key macroeconomic and sector-specific factors will be predominantly supportive
or challenging for the sector’s fiscal health in the next 12-18 months.
Individual outlooks reflect our base case expectation – a moderation of general
economic growth - as well as unique sector-specific factors and trends.
The outlook does not reflect an issuer’s ability to navigate these macro factors, nor
does it suggest credit trajectory or rating movement for any individual issuer.
The sector outlook considers all issuers in the sector, but is also weighted by
market presence. As an example, the state of California (the largest issuer in the
market) will impact the State Outlook more than Nebraska (one of the smallest
issuers in the market).
Resiliency: Resiliency reflects a sector’s relative ability to withstand a material
economic downturn within the outlook timeframe. This view specifically considers
historical and projected revenue volatility, elasticity of market demand, flexibility
of operating costs, fixed cost burden and current reserve position relative to
projected need.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION. The information contained herein is intended for use with current or prospective clients of Northern Trust
Investments, Inc. The information is not intended for distribution or use by any person in any jurisdiction where such distribution would be
contrary to local law or regulation. Northern Trust and its affiliates may have positions in and may effect transactions in the markets, contracts
and related investments different than described in this information. This information is obtained from sources believed to be reliable, and its
accuracy and completeness are not guaranteed. Information does not constitute a recommendation of any investment strategy, is not intended
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should not rely upon this information as a substitute for obtaining specific legal or tax advice from their own professional legal or tax advisors.
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fees, unless indicated otherwise.
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